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Abstract
Despite a decrease in publication, case reports remain essential in medical 
literature as they offer detailed descriptions of individual patient cases and 
valuable insights for future management. These reports adhere to a standardized 
structure comprising sections such as abstract, introduction, case report, 
discussion, and conclusion. Obtaining informed consent and adhering to guide-
lines is essential. Case reports contribute to evidence-based medicine by detecting 
new therapies and adverse events. They also facilitate clear reporting, guideline 
adherence, and mentorship programs. These reports are vital for documenting 
rare occurrences, assisting clinicians in timely management, and communicating 
novel information to busy medical professionals. Following case report guidelines 
ensures comprehensive and standardized reporting, enhancing the acceptance 
and quality of case reports, and advancing medical knowledge.
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Core Tip: Despite occupying a lower tier within the evidence hierarchy, case reports serve as one of the 
foundational element for generating hypotheses that can be explored through more rigorous research 
methodologies. Adherence to the case report guidelines is crucial, alongside obtaining informed consent 
from patients, in order to maintain ethical standards and ensure the legitimacy of the case report. To 
guarantee the quality and rigor of the case report, it is essential to meticulously document the details in 
accordance with the specific requirements set forth by the target academic journal.

Citation: Jeyaraman M, Ramasubramanian S, Jeyaraman N, Nallakumarasamy A, Sharma S. Revitalizing case 
reports: Standardized guidelines and mentorship. World J Clin Cases 2023; 11(19): 4729-4733
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v11/i19/4729.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v11.i19.4729

INTRODUCTION
Case reports have long been regarded as an essential component of medical literature. They provide 
detailed descriptions of individual patient symptoms, diagnoses, treatments, and follow-ups, offering 
valuable lessons and experiences that can guide future management of similar situations or cases. 
Although case reports may be at the bottom of the literature hierarchy, they can serve as the starting 
point for other evidence which builds on top of them, helping to identify new clinical conditions, 
observations, treatments, or complications[1]. In recent years, however, the publication of case reports 
has drastically reduced due to a variety of factors, including a reduction in the impact factor of journals 
as case reports are less cited than original articles, plagiarism, and authorship conflicts. This paper aims 
to discuss the format of a case report, common reasons for rejection, and ways to improve acceptance. It 
focuses on improving writing skills for novice authors and emphasizes the importance of reporting rare 
or unusual clinical conditions, previously unreported diseases, unusual side effects of therapy, and the 
unique use of diagnostic tools.

STRUCTURE OF A CASE REPORT
A standardized case report generally adheres to a specific structure, encompassing five primary 
sections: Abstract, Introduction, Case Report, Discussion, and Conclusion. Each section plays a crucial 
role in the overall presentation and coherence of the case report.

Abstract: The abstract concisely summarizes the case, capturing its key elements within a limited word 
count. It includes the patient's demographics, clinical presentation, diagnostic investigations, treatment 
approach, and notable findings or outcomes, aiming to captivate readers and encourage further 
exploration of the paper's contents.

Introduction: The Introduction contextualizes the case by providing background information and its 
significance within the existing literature. It incorporates a comprehensive review of relevant published 
information, summarizing it coherently to set the stage for the presentation of the case. The Introduction 
establishes the case's context, existing knowledge, and highlights the unique contributions and novel 
information it offers to the medical community.

Case Report: The Case Report section provides essential information about the case, divided into 
several subsections:

Demographics: Covers patient's age, gender, and ethnicity while ensuring confidentiality.

History: Details the patient's medical history, including chief complaint, symptom duration, and 
relevant medical, surgical, and family history.

Clinical Examination: Describes the patient's vital signs, general appearance, and system-specific 
findings, emphasizing unique aspects and using concealed patient images with consent.

Investigations: Outlines diagnostic tests conducted, including laboratory tests and imaging studies, 
along with rationale and results.

Treatment: Discusses therapeutic interventions, including modality, dosage, duration, rationale, 
efficacy, side effects, and modifications.

https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v11/i19/4729.htm
https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v11.i19.4729
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Follow-up: Documents the patient's progress and outcomes during subsequent visits, especially for 
chronic conditions, including histopathologic examination results for surgical cases and relevant 
management.

Discussion: The Discussion section analyzes and interprets the case findings in relation to existing 
knowledge and similar reported cases. It incorporates a literature review and focuses on the unique 
aspects of the case, comparing and contrasting it with previous cases, and providing potential explan-
ations for the observed findings. It addresses the strengths and limitations of the case, mentions 
encountered challenges or pitfalls, and discusses the implications for clinical practice and research.

Conclusion: The Conclusion section summarizes the key points and findings of the case report, 
highlighting its significance and unique features. It may include recommendations or suggestions for 
future research, clinical practice, or patient management. The specific content of this section can vary 
based on the target journal for submission.

In addition to the abovementioned sections, obtaining documented informed consent from the patient 
is an indispensable prerequisite before publishing a case report. Reporting a case without informed 
consent is deemed unethical. Authors should safeguard the patient's anonymity and secure consent for 
any images used in the report. By adhering to the structure and guidelines outlined above, authors can 
ensure a coherent and well-structured case report that may have a higher likelihood of acceptance in 
medical journals. Each section should be written in an academic tone, using clear and concise language 
that effectively conveys pertinent information while maintaining the reader's interest.

STRATEGIES FOR PUBLISHING A CASE REPORT
Figure 1 outlines the strategies involved in publishing a case report. The initial step in writing a case 
report involves finding a suitable mentor, as research has demonstrated that mentorship positively 
impacts the quality of case reports[1]. Ensuring the novelty of the case is crucial, necessitating a compre-
hensive literature review. Subsequently, the report can be drafted in accordance with the provided 
guidelines and the case report guidelines (CARE guidelines). Once the report is written, it is important 
to select an appropriate journal that aligns with the specific case. During this process, potential pitfalls 
should be considered, and measures should be taken to maximize the chances of publication, which are 
explained below. Maintaining patient privacy is of paramount importance, and it should never be 
compromised. Professional ethics must be upheld throughout the publication process by keeping all 
relevant parties well-informed and providing appropriate acknowledgment in the final publication. 
Additionally, proofreading the manuscript and ensuring its adherence to the journal's guidelines are 
crucial steps before submission and publication.

Several pitfalls may be encountered during the publication process of case reports, such as poor 
manuscript quality, failure to conform to journal requirements, and rejection due to the low level of 
evidence provided by case reports in the literature hierarchy. To avoid these issues, authors can follow 
the CARE guidelines, which provide a 13-point checklist for writing case reports[1-3]. Adherence to the 
submitting journal's requirements also improves the likelihood of acceptance. Furthermore, finding an 
experienced mentor is crucial for success in the academic realm, as they can guide authors through the 
process of selecting a case, writing the report, and finding an appropriate journal for publication.

Despite their limitations, case reports play a crucial role in medical research. Case reports, due to their 
narrow scope and limited readership, typically have limited generalizability and make minimal contri-
butions to the scientific knowledge base, resulting in infrequent citations and potential negative impact 
on a journal's Impact Factor, while their specialized nature attracts a small number of readers with 
specific expertise in the field[4]. Nonetheless, case reports serve as essential tools for medical progress 
by describing unusual or novel occurrences, and providing rapid communication between busy 
clinicians who may lack the time or resources for large-scale research[1]. A well-written case report can 
demonstrate the coexistence of evidence-based medicine and the rare findings of an individual patient
[5]. Similarly, case reports and case series in dermatology and medicine can serve as the first line of 
evidence for new therapies and help detect rare adverse events[6]. To improve the reporting of case 
reports and series, authors should provide a clear and concise title, fully describe the patient's history 
and intervention, report adverse events, discuss relevance to current medical knowledge, obtain 
informed consent, and follow the CARE guidelines. Workshops and mentorship programs can help 
trainees and academic faculty improve their skills in writing case reports[7]. A retrospective pre-post 
survey has shown that participant confidence in identifying and writing case reports improves with 
mentorship[7]. Writing and publishing case reports in the medical field remain vital, despite the 
challenges and limitations associated with them. Case reports are easy to write, relevant to daily clinical 
practice, and provide a foundation for further research. Reasons for case report rejection may include 
inadequate formatting, poor manuscript writing, plagiarism, data manipulation, or a low level of 
evidence. To overcome these issues, authors should follow the submitting journal's guidelines, edit their 
submissions, avoid plagiarism, ensure data integrity, and focus on novel techniques, unexpected 
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Figure 1  Strategies for publishing a case report.

outcomes, or therapeutic challenges[8].

CONCLUSION
Ultimately, the importance of case reports in medical research cannot be understated. Despite their 
limitations and the challenges associated with their publication, case reports offer valuable insights into 
rare clinical conditions, previously unreported diseases, unusual side effects of therapy, and the unique 
use of diagnostic tools. By adhering to the CARE guidelines, obtaining proper mentorship, and focusing 
on the quality and novelty of the case report, authors can increase the likelihood of acceptance and 
contribute to the advancement of medical knowledge.
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